The almost sure behavior of the time spent by the Wiener process in a "small interval" before first leaving a "bigger interval" is investigated.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the almost sure behavior of the time spent by the Wiener process in a "small" interval, before first leaving a "bigger interval". Let W(t) (t > 0) be an ordinary Wiener process, and define which is a natural reformulation of Chung's law of iterated logarithm for the maximum of the Wiener process.
Theorem 2. For any 0 < a < 1 and for any fixed x, (1.2) lim ^("'/)21oglogo=l.
Remark 2. Theorem 2 can be proved (just like Theorem 1) based on the asymptotic behaviour of the Laplace transform of nx(a,b) and then applying the Erdos-Renyi extension of the Borel-Cantelli lemma, however, a much simpler proof reveals that it can be deduced from the law of iterated logarithm.
Proof of the results
In our first lemma, we give the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Fx(t) = P(nx(a,b)<t)
where the lowercase subscript x means again that W(0) = x . Lemma 1. Let, for 0 < a < 1,
and denote q -ab. Then
Remark 3. Observe the symmetry of H(x), H(x) = H(-x), a fact that will be used frequently without mentioning it. Then we get the general solution of (2.2) in the following form:
Using the continuity of 77(x) and H'(x) and the boundary conditions in (2.2), we get a system of equations for v , z, y, fi, I, and r. The unique solution of this system produces (2.1). □ Consequently the ordinary Laplace transform of 7^ (7) is H(x, X)/X. To investigate the asymptotic behavior of Fx(t), when t -> oo, we have to study 77(x, X)/X when A -» 0.
The following lemma is most probabily well known; however, we give a brief sketch of its proof.
Lemma 2. The function
(where q -ab, 0 < a < 1) has roots only on the negative real axis and among them the root of the smallest absolute value is (Here ~ means that the ratio of the two sides -» 1 &s 7 -> oo.) Remark 7. Observe that 0 < c2(a, x) < l/cosco(a).
Proof of Theorem 1. Convergent part. Let bk = 6k where 6 > 1 will be specified later on. For any arbitrary e > 0, define
co\a> J x being fixed, let k be big enough such that x £ (-bk,bk). Applying Lemma 3 P(^(/V))<2Cl(a)exp|-^filoglog^_1(l+e)l < 2c, (a) exp { -l±i (log(k -1) + log log 6)) (2.9) I 6 > <2^(a)exp|-i±^log(/c-l)J -2C'(Q)(fr-l)U)/ŵ here c\(a) is a constant depending on a, 9, e. Now choose 6 > 1 so large that a6 > 1. This implies that abk+x > bk . Then, as in the first part, x being fixed, for k big enough for k > /co , \x\ < bk , and therefore (2.15) P(Ax(k+ 1)) = P(^(a, [o* , bk+x)) > uk+x) = P(nh(a, bk+x) > uk+x).
Observe that in (2.15) the symmetry of pbi(a, bj) plays an important role. Namely, pbi(a, bj) and p_bj(a, bj) have the same distribution. According to Lemma 3, if 0 < a < 1, we have (for k big enough) (2.16) P(Hbk(a, bk+x) > uk+x) > {cx(a)(cos(c0(a))) 'exp{-(l -e)loglogo^+i} = ic1(a)(cos(c0(a)))-1/((/c + l)loge)x~e.
In the case that a = 1, (2.16) is also valid except that for the constant term before the exponential. Observe that the events Ax First we prove that (2.18) liminf2^^4^^>l a.s.
7>-oo a2b2
Observe that px(a, b) > ma.b (if b > x , which we might assume). Hence it is enough to prove (as 0 < a < 1 is fixed, and b -> oo) that (2.19) liminf2mfclgl0gQ>l.
b^oo b2
We will show that (2.19) follows from the law of iterated logarithm. Denote M(t) = sup0<i<, 1^ (5) be the endpoints of the consecutive excursions of S" . What can we say about (3.1) v(a, k) = #{77; 0 < 77 < pk , \S"\ <ak} where a might be a fixed constant or could go to infinity? Thus we are asking the behaviour of the amount of time spent by the simple symmetric random walk in an appropriate tube until completing k excursions.
The corresponding problem for the Wiener case goes as follows: Let us consider a standard Wiener process W(t), W(0) = 0, and denote its local time at x by L(x, t). Define can be evaluated based on Kac's method just as in our original problem. After some tedious computations one arrives at (3.5) Eq [exp |-57(/''2QUN) = exp{-V2stanh(a\/2s)} .
Now the investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of this Laplace transform would probably give us some insight into the behaviour of y(r, a) and would lead to similar results to the ones discussed in this paper. We propose to investigate the Wiener case problem in which (3.5) might be helpful.
